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Abstract: The reservoir passes the peak of reserves. The reserves of new investment and development are decreasing year by year. The reserve resources are insufficient. Some of the main development units have entered the stage of secondary or tertiary oil recovery. The dependence of stable oil and gas production on measure production increases continuously. Under this background, the workload of oil well measures increases year by year. It is difficult to control the operation cost of measures. As a result, the overall economic benefits of oilfield enterprises have been declining year by year. The cost of ineffective measures has become an important factor restricting the economic development of oilfields. Through the construction of measures benefit evaluation system, strengthen the controllability and predictability of each stage of implementation. Special attention should be paid to the pre control management of high cost wells and the transformation of production mode of low efficiency wells. Strictly follow the "ex ante argument, adjustment in matters, and post evaluation optimization" measures to run the management mode. Realize the reasonable allocation of workload and cost, and improve the effective rate of return of funds.

1 Preface

Jidong onshore oilfield has entered the stage of slow growth after the peak of reserve discovery. The newly invested and developed reserves are decreasing year by year. At present, the reserve of recoverable reserves is insufficient. Some of the main development units have entered the stage of secondary oil recovery or tertiary oil recovery. Some of the main development units have entered the stage of secondary oil recovery or tertiary oil recovery. The completion of annual output depends on the output of measures. It is higher than the average level of Bohai Bay oilfield. Under this influence, on the one hand, the workload of measures has increased year by year. It is difficult to control the operation cost of measures. On the other hand, the overall economic benefits of the measures are declining year by year. The increase of invalid measures investment has become an important factor restricting the economic development of oil fields. Therefore, around the main line of increasing production, reducing cost and improving efficiency. Taking the continuous upgrading of measures management as the goal. Construction of a systematic evaluation system for the whole process of measures. It has become one of the important ways to control the cost of oil and gas development and improve economic benefits.

2 THE CURRENT SITUATION OF MEASURES BENEFIT MANAGEMENT AND THE CAUSES OF LOW EFFICIENCY

2.1 The effectiveness of measures is lack of the whole process evaluation and control

From researching formulation to implementation, the measures have not established an effective communication and coordination mechanism and lack of whole process control. There are three main adverse effects. First of all, pre evaluation is only conducted from the perspective of increasing oil production of single well. The single evaluation of increasing oil is lack of pertinence. Secondly, in the initial stage of the measure implementation, the abnormal measure wells were not timely tracked evaluated and treated in time. Resulting in the loss of measure production, and even some wells could not be recovered. Thirdly, after the implementation of the measures. Only a simple evaluation of the current year's benefits is carried out. Lacking of big data analysis and application which can not provide optimization reference for the implementation of follow-up measures.

2.2 Inefficient and ineffective measures have not been effectively avoided before implementation

On the one hand, the formulation of measures is based on
the production demand and reservoir demand. And the benefit factors are not considered enough. On the other hand, the pre evaluation of measures does not establish an effective control mechanism which demonstrates the deficiencies from different levels.

3 Construction of benefit evaluation system of development measures

3.1 build a three-level evaluation system of measures and benefits to realize the whole process control

We should follow the production and operation integration order of efficiency as the center production as the foundation and reserves as the basis. Regional review of scheme and operation approval.

3.2 Pre evaluation system of measures

Oil and water well measures research is strictly in accordance with the comprehensive adjustment plan of reservoir development. Based on the fine reservoir description and guided by the development technology policy. The technical personnel of Geological Research Institute and oil production area put forward specific measures through reservoir dynamic analysis. The reservoir dynamic analysis fully combines the dynamic and static state data and dynamic monitoring data of oil wells to improve the accuracy of measure research. The technical personnel of the technology research institute shall demonstrate the feasibility of the process and be responsible for determining and optimizing the construction process.

3.2.1 Launch technology research, develop technology policy, and optimize guiding measures.

Through the development of water injection unit liquid extraction, deep pumping, fracturing measures development technology policy research. Guide the reasonable development and production of reservoir. Taking the liquid extraction technology policy as an example, through the combination of reservoir numerical simulation and reservoir engineering method, different technical policy schemes are designed with the highest recovery degree as the goal. So that the well selection and production parameter adjustment after the implementation of measures can be relied on. The in-depth study of development technology policy is of great significance for scientific guidance measures optimization.

3.2.2 Take oil reservoir and small layer as the main body. Carry out collaborative research, and achieve results in scale implementation.

The proportion of comprehensive treatment measures has increased year by year. With an average proportion of 66% in the past three years. Facing the current situation of structural transformation, in view of the dynamic and static contradictions existing in the development and production. And based on the dynamic response of the reservoir, the geological characteristics of the reservoir are recognized and the stratigraphic division and comparison are readjusted. According to the correlation results, the sequence stratigraphic framework of single sand body level in the oilfield is established. From the determination of sand body source direction, the vertical distribution characteristics of sand body in different provenance directions. The plane distribution shape and physical property change of sand body. The depth analysis of sand body distribution and physical property difference is carried out which provides data basis for the adjustment of development plan and 3D reservoir geological model. On this basis, the annual measure structure adjustment. Monthly measure implementation structure and operation arrangement are all based on small layer and reservoir. Based on dynamic response and the principle of oil and water well coordinated treatment achieve scale effect.

3.3 Measure pre evaluation and improvement chart to realize visual evaluation at different levels

The original pre evaluation chart mainly classifies and evaluates the benefits of measures according to the oil price. However, under the current investment structure and considering the cost per ton of oil of the current measures. It is one-sided to pre evaluate the reserve measures only from the perspective of oil price which can not meet the evaluation needs at different levels. The improved version mainly classifies the pre evaluation measures from three aspects: The basic operation angle at the Geological Institute level. The operation cost considering the personnel cost at the operation area level and the production cost considering the depreciation and depletion at the oilfield level. Through pre evaluation, the oil well measures are divided into four categories as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Discriminant</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A class of measures</td>
<td>C ton &lt; C base</td>
<td>C ton: input of measures per ton of oil, yuan; C basis: basic operating cost per ton of oil in operation area, yuan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class II measures</td>
<td>C operation &gt; C base</td>
<td>C operation: Operating cost per ton of oil, yuan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class III measures</td>
<td>C production &gt; C operation</td>
<td>C production cost per ton of oil, yuan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invalid measures</td>
<td>C production &lt; C tons</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Classification measures by evaluation.
4. Establish measure evaluation system

4.1 Establish the integrated evaluation system of storage and production

The economic evaluation of reservoir and development and production measures is relatively single. And the objective is limited to the short-term benefit evaluation of production. The evaluation method is mainly based on incremental benefit evaluation. And the evaluation index is difficult to objectively and truly reflect the current situation of long-term and hidden benefits. At the same time, there is a blank in evaluating the long-term benefits of recoverable reserves and development indicators in the whole life cycle of the evaluation object. Therefore, starting from the calculation of recoverable reserves, the calculation model of increasing reserves and increasing production is established on the basis of the static elements system framework and correlation research of development units and production measures. So as to complete the comprehensive evaluation.

Calculation model of reservoir increase by measures:
\[ y = -0.00845S_{r} - 0.0049D + 1.0025 \alpha_{e} - 0.004c \]  
Which: \( S_{r} \) - remaining oil saturation; \( D \) - reservoir thickness; \( \alpha_{e} \) - formation pressure coefficient; \( c \) - deep reservoir burial; \( y \) - increased oil production.

Measure reserve income model:
\[ E_{1} = (P_{0} - Tax) (\Delta Q_{b} + N_{b}) + \Delta q_{i} \beta_{i} (p_{g}, T_{g}) - I \]  
Which: \( P_{0} \) - crude oil price; \( Tax \) - crude oil additional tax; \( \Delta Q_{b} \) - cumulative oil increment; \( N_{b} \) - incremental recoverable reserves; \( \Delta q_{i} \) - cumulative gas increment; \( \beta_{i} \) - commodity rate of natural gas; \( p_{g} \) - natural gas price; \( T_{g} \) - natural gas additional tax; \( I \) - measure cost input.

4.2 Strengthen the analysis of life cycle data and guide the optimization and adjustment of implementation plan

4.2.1 Adjustment of yield structure

According to the historical production data and the current production structure, trend fitting is carried out to forecast the production in the future. Combined with the release of the plan, the output structure is adjusted in time. The main adjustment objects are natural production, measure production and new well production. So as to meet the production demand in the current stage and in the future.

4.2.2 Cost structure adjustment

Taking the annual production as the target, and based on the comprehensive treatment scheme of reservoir consolidation. The cost structure is adjusted in time and the resource allocation is reasonably optimized by analyzing the historical cost composition data and decomposing the current cost overrun.

4.2.3 Implement structural adjustment and optimization

Through the analysis of the historical implementation of the measures, the adaptability of the measures is studied for different development units. And the structure is adjusted in time. For the wells with low input and high output, the reduction range is reduced and the proportion of measures is increased. For the wells with high input and low output, the reduction range is increased and the proportion of measures is reduced. For the wells with high input and high output according to the actual production performance, the measures are adjusted in time. We should carry out detailed argumentation and implement it carefully.

5 Application effect

Through the wide application of the three-level evaluation system of measures, the coverage rate of measures has been 100%. The cost of inefficient and ineffective measures has been greatly reduced and the results of cost reduction and efficiency increase are obvious. Based on the construction and analysis of data resources in the whole life cycle, the comprehensive adjustment of reservoir and the return of benefit status to a reasonable category are realized. The oil sand body controlled by single well is taken as the smallest investigation unit in shallow natural water drive reservoir. The potential dissection is carried out layer by layer and well by well by using reserve method to realize efficient potential tapping. Through optimizing and adjusting the implementation structure and consolidating the foundation of sustainable development. We should adhere to the requirements of controlling the total amount of oil and water well measures. Optimizing the structure of oil well measures and giving priority to the implementation of measures to improve the water drive control reserves. At the same time, we should ensure the coordinated management of oil and water wells. After the same time, reduce the hole filling, recovery and sticking with unclear remaining oil potential and unclear corresponding effective potential of oil and water wells.

Water plugging and other measures have reduced the total amount of measures and improved the effect of measures.
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